Ketamine could aggravate central nervous toxicity of lidocaine in rats convulsive model
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Abstract: Previous studies demonstrated that systemic administration of lidocaine could induce central nervous toxicities, including behavioral convulsion as well as cognitive and cellular injury. Ketamine, a general anesthetic, is commonly used as an adjuvant in regional anesthesia with combination of lidocaine. The present was designed to investigate the effects of ketamine in central nervous toxicities of lidocaine. Ketamine (1.2 mg/kg, i.v.) was intravenously injected before and/or after administration of lidocaine in rats. After injection of lidocaine, convulsive behaviors of rats were scored according to the modified Racine scale. Cognitive functions and pathology of hippocampus CA3 pyramid neurons of these rats were evaluated on the one, three, five, and seven days after lidocaine induced convulsion. Both pre- and/or post-administration of ketamine (1.2 mg/kg) could significantly improve lidocaine induced convulsive behaviors of rats (P < 0.01). One, three, five, and seven days after lidocaine induced convulsion, cognitive function and pathology of hippocampus CA3 pyramid neurons of these rats were significantly impaired. In addition, cognitive functions and pathology of neurons of the rats that received ketamine (both pre- and/or post-) were further impaired, compared to the rats without ketamine. We conclude that both pre- and/or post-administration of ketamine could improve lidocaine induced convulsive behaviors. However, cognitive functions and pathology of neurons of these rats are further impaired, compared to the rats without ketamine. This result indicates that ketamine combined with lidocaine might be risky in regional anesthesia.
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Introduction

Lidocaine is an usual local anesthetic, commonly used in clinical regional anesthesia. Besides its regional anesthetic effect, lidocaine is also intravenously administrated for pain management and as general anesthetic adjuvant [1-3]. However, lidocaine could induce central nervous and cardiac toxicities when its blood concentrations reach to toxic thresholds [4, 5]. Usually, central nervous toxicity of lidocaine result from the diffusion of lidocaine to systemic circulation after regional injection and the probability of systemic toxicities is even more frequent after intravenous injection.

By previous studies, systemic lidocaine could impair cognitive functions of rats and percentage of normal hippocampus CA3 pyramid neurons of these rats was significantly decreased [6, 7]. These findings indicate that central nervous toxicities of lidocaine are not only represented as convulsive behaviors but also as impaired neurological functions and cellular morphology after convulsion.

Ketamine is a general anesthetic and commonly applied in clinic, especially in pediatric anesthesia [8-10]. Except for its general anesthetic effect, ketamine is also routinely used as an adjuvant in various regional anesthetic procedures, combined with local anesthetics [11-16]. By adding ketamine in local anesthetics, analgesic effects of local anesthetics might be improved, especially for post-operative analgesia [11-16]. Thus, ketamine and lidocaine would be administrated together in clinical setting. As a potent sedative agent, ketamine would improve convulsive behaviors induced by lidocaine [17]; however, the effect of ketamine in central nervous toxicity of lidocaine is still unclear. Whether ketamine would impair neurological outcomes of convulsion induced by lidocaine is an important concern about application of ketamine in regional anesthesia.
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The present study was designed to evaluate the effects of ketamine in central nervous toxicities of lidocaine, including both convulsive behaviors and neurological outcomes after convulsion.

Methods

Animals and chemicals

With the approval of the Institutional Animal Experimental Ethics Committee of the Second Hospital of Fuzhou (Fuzhou, Fujian, China), male Wistar rats (weighing 200 to 300 g) were used in this study. All the rats were housed in cages with free access to food and water and were kept on a 12-hour light-dark cycle with room temperature maintained at 20-25°C. Lidocaine used in the present study was purchased from Guangzhou Baiyunshan Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (Guangdong, China). Ketamine was purchased from Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine Co., Ltd. (Jiangsu, China).

Convulsive model of lidocaine in rats

Experiments of convulsive behaviors were consisted of two parts: pre-injection and/or post-injection of ketamine. Based on preliminary experiments and previous study [18], dose of ketamine was set at 1.2 mg/kg (light sedation i.v.). All the systemic administration was conducted by intravenous injection through tail vein of rats. For the protocol of pre-injection of ketamine, 80 rats were randomly divided into two groups: respectively receiving ketamine (ketamine/lidocaine group) and saline (saline/lidocaine group) before injection of lidocaine. After injection of ketamine or saline, lidocaine at dose of 20 mg/kg was intravenously injected with single bolus. For the protocol of post-injection of ketamine, 80 rats were randomly divided into two groups: respectively receiving ketamine (lidocaine/ketamine group) and saline (lidocaine/saline group) to treat the convulsive behaviors. For all 80 rats, convulsive behaviors were scored at 30-second intervals from the appearance of tonic-clonic seizure to 20 minutes later.

Evaluation of cognitive function of rats after convulsion

Except for the above mentioned 160 rats (experienced convulsion), ten rats that not experiencing convulsions were tested (baseline group). For all the 160 lidocaine that experienced convulsion (4 groups, n = 40/group), the cognitive function of rats was tested respectively on the one, three, five, seven days after convulsion (ten rats/day). Cognitive function of rats was evaluated by Y-maze test as previously reported [20]. Briefly, Y-maze consisted of three arms: one start arm and two branch arms. Electric shock (40 ± 5 V) could be applied through metallic wires at the bottom of the three arms. Meanwhile, all the three arms could be illuminated by bulb. During the evaluation, rat was placed in the start arm and electric shock was applied to the start arm and one of the branch arms while the other branch arm was illuminated (For branch arms, electric shock or illumination was randomly). After electric shock, rat escaped to one of the two branch arms. When each trial finished, the rat was put back to start arm. For the rats, successful development of aversive memory was defined as the rat escaped into a non-shock (illuminated) arm in 9 of 10 successive trials.

Pathological evaluation of hippocampus CA3 neurons

All rats were sacrificed for pathological evaluation as previously described 6 after behavioral tests. In brief, after aortal infusion of paraformaldehyde, rats were decapitated and the brain of rats was removed and embedded in paraffin. Brain slices were obtained in the region of -2.3 to -3.8 mm from Bregma. Nissl's staining (toluidine blue) was performed on the brain slices. Images of stained brain slices were taken by a BX51 microscope (Olympus, Japan) coupled with DPTO camera (Olympus, Japan) with magnification of × 400. For hippocampal cornu ammonis 3 (CA3) region, number of normal and abnormal pyramidal neurons...
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was counted by a trained pathologist blinded to groups, based on the established standard [21]: distinguishable nucleus and nucleolus, uniform cytoplasm, and neuronal shape in accordance with the usual rules of stereological study of neuron identification.

**Statistical analysis**

Software SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for all statistical analyses except for particular mention. For some occasions, software Prism 5.0 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA) was used. Because of skew distribution, convulsive rates of the all groups were compared by non-parametric analysis: the whole “survival curves” of convulsive rate were compared by the Kaplan-Meier method with log-rank test. For comparison of convulsive scores, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by post hoc of Dunn test (software Prism 5.0) was applied among the four groups. In all cases, P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

*Ketamine improved lidocaine induced convulsive behaviors*

Pre-injection of ketamine (1.2 mg/kg, i.v.) could significantly prevent lidocaine induced convulsive state (**Figure 1**). For convulsive rate (**Figure 1A**), ketamine/lidocaine group was significantly improved than saline/lidocaine group (P < 0.01 by Kaplan-Meier test). Meanwhile, for convulsive scores (**Figure 1B**), ketamine/lidocaine group was also significantly improved than saline/lidocaine group (P < 0.01 by Kruskal-Wallis test). For post-injection of ketamine, when convulsion was already induced by lidocaine, convulsive behaviors of rats were also significantly improved both in convulsive rate and convulsive scores (lidocaine/saline group vs. lidocaine/ketamine group, P < 0.01). These results indicated that pre-injection of ketamine could significantly prevent lidocaine induced convulsive state and already induced convolution could also be treated by post-injection of ketamine.

*Ketamine further impaired cognitive function of rats after convulsion*

Comparing to baseline group, systemic injection of lidocaine could impair cognitive function...
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Figure 2. Cognitive function of rats after lidocaine induced convulsion was evaluated by Y-maze test and result was represented as number of trials in Y-maze test. Increased trials to develop aversive memory represented impairment of cognitive function. Ketamine/lidocaine group indicated the pre-injection of ketamine before administration of lidocaine and Saline/lidocaine group was used as control; Lidocaine/ketamine group indicated the post-injection of ketamine after lidocaine induced tonic-clonic seizure and Lidocaine/saline group was used as control. *P < 0.05, comparing to baseline group.

Figure 3. Percentage of normal hippocampus CA3 pyramid neurons was significantly decreased after lidocaine induced convulsion. Both pre- and/or post-injection of ketamine could further decrease the percentage of normal neurons. Ketamine/lidocaine group indicated the pre-injection of ketamine before administration of lidocaine and Saline/lidocaine group was used as control; Lidocaine/ketamine group indicated the post-injection of ketamine after lidocaine induced tonic-clonic seizure and Lidocaine/saline group was used as control. *P < 0.05, comparing to baseline group.

Discussion

In the present study, we found that both pre-injection and/or post-injection of ketamine could significantly improve lidocaine induced convulsive behaviors. However, neural outcomes after convulsion including cognitive function of rats and normality of hippocampus CA3 neurons were further impaired by ketamine than lidocaine alone. For clinical setting, the combined administration of lidocaine and ketamine are routinely both in general and regional anesthesia and ketamine is a commonly used adjuvant in regional anesthesia combined with local anesthetics [11-16]. By previous studies, ketamine in regional anesthesia could enhance analgesic effects of local anesthetics and prolonged post-operative analgesia, especially useful in IVRA [11-16]. However, based on the results of the present study, the combination of ketamine and lidocaine might be risky because ketamine could enhance neural toxicities of lidocaine, inducing worse neural outcomes. In addition, for sedative potency of ketamine, lidocaine induced convulsive behaviors might be attenuated when ketamine is administered with lidocaine,
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thus, the underlying risk could be underestimated.

The dose of intravenous ketamine in the present study was set at 1.2 mg/kg because this is a relevant dose of ketamine both for light sedation [18] and regional anesthetic adjuvant [11-16]. Ketamine at dose of 1-2 mg/kg (i.v.) is a commonly used dose for hypnosis [18]. For treatment of convulsion, the dose at light sedation is sufficient [7], thus, we chose the dose of ketamine at light sedation in rats. In addition, as regional anesthetic adjuvant, ketamine is used from about 0.5-1 mg/kg in IVRA [11, 14, 15]. Therefore, based on this study and previous studies, ketamine at regional anesthetic relevant doses is already risky.

By previous studies, the mechanisms of lidocaine to induce convulsion might be from activation of limbic structures such as hippocampus and amygdala 6 or from depressing cortical inhibitory neurons [22]. Hippocampal region is the most important brain region where memory information processed. And CA3 network of the hippocampus is the most critical part for spatial memory storage [23]. Previous studies reported that hippocampal CA3 region is susceptible to chemical agents and ischemia induced injury [24]. Systemic injection of lidocaine has been demonstrated to impair normal hippocampus CA3 pyramid neurons even at sub-convulsive doses [6]. By in vitro study, activity of hippocampal neurons and caspase-3

Figure 4. Abnormality of CA3 hippocampal neurons caused by systemic lidocaine was revealed by Nissl's staining. Ketamine/lidocaine group indicated the pre-injection of ketamine before administration of lidocaine and Saline/lidocaine group was used as control; Lidocaine/ketamine group indicated the post-injection of ketamine after lidocaine induced tonic-clonic seizure and Lidocaine/saline group was used as control. The arrow in part D indicated typical normal neuron while the arrow in part A indicated abnormal neuron, based on the standard as previously described [6].
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expression in hippocampal slices were significantly affected by lidocaine [25]. In addition, cerebral injection of lidocaine could alter cognitive functions that relevant to caudate nucleus and hippocampus [26, 27]. In the present study, cognitive function of rats and normality of neurons were significantly impaired after lidocaine induced convulsion and ketamine could aggravate these injuries. Ketamine is a potent NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartic acid receptor) receptor antagonist [28] and neural activities as well as cellular concentrations of calcium ion might be affect by ketamine. In addition, NMDA receptor has been demonstrated to be involved in learning and memory [29-31]. However, it is still unknown whether ketamine enhances central nervous toxicities of lidocaine by affecting calcium homeostasis.

There are still some limitations in the present study: firstly, only one dose of ketamine was tested in the present study for the reason to control animal use. If dose-response of ketamine in central nervous toxicities of lidocaine was determined, it would be very valuable for clinical application of ketamine in regional anesthesia. Secondly, cognitive function impairment and abnormalities of CA3 neurons were most significant on the fifth and seventh day after convulsion. We did not determine whether these neural injures would resolve spontaneously or even aggravate.

In summary, the present study demonstrated that both pre- and/or post-injection of ketamine could improve lidocaine-induced convulsive behaviors in rats, but neural outcomes of the rats were further impaired comparing to lidocaine alone. This finding indicates that combined application of ketamine and lidocaine might be risky in some occasions.
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